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Erosion of the land surface by the last great ice sheet that engulfed the region is well represented in
Maine. Large-scale features include U-shaped valleys, cirques, stoss-and-lee or ramp-and-pluck
topography, and glacially striated and polished bedrock surfaces (Figures 1-2).
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Figure 1. View from The Eyebrow on Old Speck Mountain (Left), looking east down the U-shaped Bear River valley.
Ramp (stoss) and pluck (lee) topography on hills in background (Right); smoothed ramp side is on north side (right) and
steep plucked side is to the south (left).
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Striations are scratches or grooves on a rock surface made by debris at the base of the ice as it is dragged
over the rock by the flowing glacier. The striations and grooves are generally smaller scale features in the
family of erosional marks left by the glacier. However, these scratches on the bedrock surface can provide
a better understanding of where the ice flow was directed and how it changed areally and over time. Early
geologists, including C. T. Jackson, first State Geologist of Maine, referred to the grooves and scratches as
"diluvial marks," in reference to the deluge described in the story of Noah from the Book of Genesis in the
Bible. After Louis Agassiz provided field evidence for continental glaciation in 1840, other geologists began
finding the evidence, too, and by the latter half of the 19th century, most geologists recognized the
scratches as erosional features produced by glaciers and not flowing water.

Figure 2. This granite ledge in Westbrook shows a grooved and highly reflective polished surface from glacial abrasion.
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As part of the Maine Geological Survey STATEMAP program, two excellent examples of sites with
multiple striation sets derived from different ice-flow directions were recorded this summer during field
mapping in the Farmington 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle. The first site is in the town of
Farmington, located on Granite Heights Road, which can be reached by travelling about one mile
northeast on Maple Avenue from its junction with Route 2. Granite Heights Road is on the left. There
are several striated bedrock pavements about 0.1 mile after making the turn onto Granite Heights, on
either side of the road where a cul-de-sac (Heritage Circle) joins the main road.

Figure 3. Bedrock pavement, Granite Heights Road, Farmington. Location is shown by red dot on map.
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Site 1 - Bedrock Pavement, Granite Heights Road, Farmington
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The multiple sets of striations at this locality are not found at any one outcrop, but rather are preserved
on several different outcrops. The oldest and most deeply gouged set trends from 155 - 175 degrees and
is the dominant set seen on surfaces, with the largest grooves and directional indicators present.

Figure 4. Striations and grooved surface; 164-degree trend parallel to shovel handle.
Ice-flow direction is away from observer.
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A younger set that crosscuts the stronger set ranges in trend from 190 - 209 degrees. Finally, a third
wider-ranging set is present in a few places. It is faint and cuts both earlier sets with azimuth trends of 45
(225) - 80 (260) degrees; it may be that this set is actually two separate sets, 45 (225) - 65 (245) and 70
(250) - 80 (260), as they are not found together on any one surface.

Figure 5. Cross-cutting striations; 162-degree (older; blue-cap pen) and 205-degree (younger; black pen).
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At two sites here, striations with azimuth trends of 125 (305) degrees at one location and 115 (295) at
another are found. No ice-flow directional indicators were found associated with this trend.

Figure 6. Cross-cutting striations; 170-degree (older; blue-cap pen) and 198-degree (younger; black pentel).
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Site 1 - Bedrock Pavement, Granite Heights Road, Farmington

Figure 7. Cross-cutting striations; 166-degree (older; blue-cap pen) and 190-degree (younger; black pen).
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Site 1 - Bedrock Pavement, Granite Heights Road, Farmington

Figure 8. Cross-cutting striations; 160-degree (older; blue-cap pen) and 189-degree (younger; black pen). Brunton
compass aligned with 30-degree trending cleavage in bedrock.
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Site 1 - Bedrock Pavement, Granite Heights Road, Farmington
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Figure 9. (Right) Cross-cutting striations; 166-degree (older; green pen), 193-degree (younger; blue-cap pen), and 70250 degree (youngest; black pentel). (Left) Close-up of fine youngest striations.
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Site 1 - Bedrock Pavement, Granite Heights Road, Farmington

Figure 10. Cross-cutting striations; 162-degree (older; white pen) and 203-degree (younger; black pentel), and 55-235
degrees (youngest; silver and green pen).
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Figure 11 illustrates how the depth of gouging of the striation into the rock surface records relative age
relationships. The 158-degree trend is the deepest and strongest set at the bedrock outcrops, and the
194-degree trend is next in strength of gouge depth and abundance. The faintest set (63-243 degree
trend) is weakest, and hence the youngest striation set. If it had been a more robust erosion, the two
earlier sets would have been obliterated, except in protected areas.
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Figure 11. (Right) Cross-cutting striations; 158-degree (older; white pen), 194-degree (younger; black pentel), and 63243 degrees (youngest; silver and green pen). (Left) Close up of striations.
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The second site is located in the town of Temple on Intervale Road, which parallels Temple Stream. It
can be found by travelling west on Route 43 out of West Farmington to Temple Village. Turn left onto
Intervale Road, and after about 0.75 mile Mitchell Brook Road will be on your left. Continue over bridge
crossing Henry Mitchell Brook and 0.1 mile on left will be second house. The single story building is built
on a bedrock pavement that is strongly striated, showing three separate striation sets all with ice-flow
direction indicators.

Figure 12. Bedrock pavement, Intervale Road, Temple. Location is shown by red dot on map.
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Site 2 - Bedrock Pavement, Intervale Road, Temple
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The striations on this outcrop include a strong set, the most robust and deeply eroded, with a trend range
of 135 - 145 degrees (the 135 trend appears younger by cross-cutting the 145 trend, and may be a later
shift from the 145 trend).

Figure 13. Striations; 145-degree (older, white pencil), 135-degree (younger, shovel handle), and
122-degree (youngest, black pentel).
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A younger trend, 154 - 162 degrees, cuts the strong earlier trend. Another younger faint set, trending 115
- 127 degrees, is superimposed on the older 135 - 145 and the other younger 154 - 160 sets. Figure 14
illustrates crag-and-tail features. The white quartz vein is more resistant to erosion than the gray bedrock
and stands up as a knob (crag) lessening the erosion of the bedrock in the lee of the quartz knob.
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Figure 14. (Right) Crag-and-tail indicating ice flow was from right to left. Striations on bedrock surface to left of quartz
trend 145-degrees and are the oldest and dominant set on the pavement. (Left) Another view of the crag-and-tail
feature. Ice-flow away from observer.
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Site 2 - Bedrock Pavement, Intervale Road, Temple
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Figure 15. Two view of the same outcrop. (Right) Small-scale crag-and-tail features; tiny black dots near arrowhead in
right center of photo are very small garnet crystals (crag) more resistant to erosion than the bedrock in which they
occur, represented by the short tails on bedrock surface behind garnets (ice flow from upper right to lower left). Note
fine striations above penny; these are the youngest striations at this pavement trending parallel to the crag-and-tail
forms, 122-degrees. (Left) Ice flow is represented by preserved tails on bedrock surface behind tiny garnets; ice flow
from lower right to upper left (127-degree trend; penny for scale).
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Site 2 - Bedrock Pavement, Intervale Road, Temple

Figure 16. Cross-cutting striations; long, linear 138-degree striations (white pencil) cut by 125degree curvilinear short striation (black pentel).
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Site 2 - Bedrock Pavement, Intervale Road, Temple

Figure 17. Cross-cutting striations; 140-degree striations (oldest, blue-cap pen) cut by 162-degree set (younger, pentel
on left) and by 120-degree set (youngest, pentel on right).
Maine Geological Survey, Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry
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The striations at these two sites record changes in ice-flow direction. Their age relationships are
determined by strength of each set (robust, deeply gouged being strongest and hence most likely the
oldest; faint, light scratching being younger), and by the cross-cutting or superposition of one set by
another. At the first site in the Cascade Brook valley east of Farmington, the main phase of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet is represented by the 155 - 175 degree striation trend. This trend is strong, and is
common throughout much of southwestern Maine. The next younger set (190 - 209 degree trend) may
reflect the initiation of deglaciation and the influence of local topography on the waning ice sheet as the
ice was gutted out of the Androscoggin River and Kennebec River valleys by the glacial sea that flooded
inland during deglaciation. The youngest striation set, the 45 (225) - 80 (260) degree trend, may be a
response to the ice margin being drawn down locally when the sea was in the Farmington area in the
Cascade Brook and Sandy River valleys.
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The second site in the Temple Brook valley west of Farmington can be interpreted with a similar
sequence of ice-flow events as that found at Cascade Brook valley. The strong 135 - 145 degree trend
may represent the onset of Laurentide ice advancing through the region, its flow trend controlled by
local topography of the Temple Stream valley, which is 135 - 140 degrees. The next younger set, 154-162
degrees, is parallel to the trend of striations found at higher elevations and elsewhere in the
quadrangle, and may represent the regional flow at the glacial maximum, similar to the 155 - 175 strong
trend at the Cascade Brook site. However, here in the lowest part of Temple Stream valley that regional
trend isn't the strongest striation set due to the local topographic influence. The youngest set, 115 - 127
degrees, like the youngest set in Cascade Brook valley, may be a response to draw down of the ice when
the margin was in Farmington in contact with the ocean during the late stage of deglaciation of the
region. The ice would have thinned considerably by late deglacial time, and tongues of ice would have
occupied the valleys where the ice flow would be controlled by local topography and the marine
influence at the ice margin.
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